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ABSTRAcT

We have developed a comprehensive model of the
vesuvianite structure that accounts for: (l) the diversity
of observed ipace-CToups, (2) anomalous optical proper-
ties, and (3) the deviation in chemical composition from
proposed formulae. The model proposes variation in the
degree of cation-vacancy ordering on the partially filled
B arrd C sites, as well as positional ordering of ions
surrounding B and C. The B and C positions are
constrained to be occupied in an alternating manner,
indicating short-range order at the unit-cell level.
Differently ordered unit-cells are related by merohedral,
or nearly merohedral, twinning. Two structural forms of
vesuvianite are distinguished on the basis of the size of
ordered domains. High-symmetry vesuvianite has a
long-range disordered structure with PL/nnc average
s)rynmetry. Low-symmetry vesuvianite contains ordered
domains based on P4/n, P4, P4nc, or lower symmetry.
Crystals containing equal volumes of oppositely ordered
domains exhibit P4/nnc pseudosymmetry (long-range
disorder); those with unequal volumes exhibit bulk
syrnmetry consistent with the preferred scheme of order
(partial long-range order). Low vesuvianite occurs in
metamorphic rocks formed at low temperatures
(<300"C) compared to those containing high vesuvianite
(400-800'C). Ordering in low vesuvianite presumably
takes place during crystal growth rather than by an
ordering lransformation on cooling.

"Present address: Engelhard Corporation, Research and
Development, l0l Wood Avenue, Iselin, New Jersey
08830, U.S.A.

Key words: vesuvianite, crystal structure, order/disorder,
crystal growth, domain structures, symmetry.

Sounaanr

Nous pr6sentons un modile g6n€ral de la structure de
la v6suvianite qui rend compte (l) de la diversitd des
groupes spatiaux observ6s, (2) des propri6t6s optiques
anomales, et (3) des €carts d la formule id6ale. Le modble
propose des variations dans le degr6 d'ordre impliquant
cations et lacunes dans les sites B et C, partiellement
occup6s, de m0me qu'un d€sordre de position des ions
qui jouxtent ces deux sites. Les positions B et C doivent
€tre remplies en altemance, indication d'un degr6 d'ordre
d l'6chelle des mailles 6l6mentaires. Des mailles ayant des
degr6s d'ordre diff6rents obdissent a une relation de macle
mdro6drique (ou presque). Deux formes structurales de
v6suvianite se distinguent par la dimension des domaines
ordonn6s. La v6suvianite dite de sym6trie 6lev6e possbde
une structure d6sordonn6e A longue 6chelle, et une
sym6trie moyenne P4/nnc, La v€suvianite dite de sym6trie
inf6rieure contient des domaines ordonn€s et poss&de une
symdtrie P4/n, P4, P4nc, ou une sym€trie inf6rieure. Les
cristaux qui contiennent des volumes 6gaux de domaines
mis en ordre de fagon opposde font preuve d'une
pseudo-sym6trie P{/nnc (d€sordre ir longue 6chelle). Ceux
dont les domaines occupent des volumes in6gaux
possddent une symdtrie d'ensemble qui concorde avec le
schdma de mise en ordre pr€dominant (ordre partiel e
longue 6chelle). La vdsuvianite de sym6trie inf6rieure est
typique de roches m6tamorphiques formdes d de faibles
temp6ratures (<300'C), tandis que la vdsuvianite de
symdtrie 6lev6e se serait form6e i une tempdrature plus
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6lev€e (400-8@'C). La mise en ordre n6cessaire pour
atteindre la vdsuvianite de sym6trie inf6rieure accompagne
Ia croissance des cristaux plut6t que d'apparaitre
progressivement par transformation ult6rieure, pendant
le refroidissement.

(Traduit par la R6daction)

Mots-clds: v6suvianite, structure cristalline, relation
ordre-d6sordre, croissance cristalline, structure en
domaines, symdtrie.

INTRoDUCTIoN

The P4/nnc structure model of vesuvianite, first
proposed by Warren & Modell (1931) and later
modified by Coda et al. (197A) and Rucklidge et
sl. (197 5), is built up of fragments of the grossular
structure alternating with regions containing un-
usual partly filled cation-polyhedra (Fig. 1). The
model, although fundamentally correct, fails to
account fully for observed variations in the
symmetry of vesuvianite. Some symmetry varia-
tions had been recognized before the vesuvianite
structure had actually been solved by Warren &
Modell. Mineralogists of the late 1800s and early
1900s described the "anomalous" optical proper-
ties of vesuvianite from various localities lsee Arem
(1973) and Deer et al. (1982) for reviewsl. Reports
had been made of sector-zoned crystals that exhibit
both uniaxial and biaxial characteristics. Arem &
Burnham (1969) reported that violations of P4/nnc
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glide-plane extinction criteria appear on single-crys-
tal X-ray photographs of vesuvianite from some
localities. Coda et al. (1910) then suggested that
ordering of atoms occupying partly filled sites
along the 4-fold axes (the B and C sites) would
lower the symmetry and thus explain these
observations. The existence of incompletely or-
dered vesuvianite was confirmed by Giuseppetti &
Mazzi (1983) and Allen & Burnham (1983b).
Fitzgerald et al. (1986b,1987) refined structures of
low-symmetry vesuvianite in space grotp P4/n.
A,Uen (1985) carried out a refinement in space group
P4.

According to these authors, different structural
forms of vesuvianite can be distinguished on the
basis of the size of ordered domains, defined as
groups of unit cells whose symmetry can be
resolved. A perfect domain consists of identically
ordered unit cells; an imperfect domain consists of
unit cells based on a predominant scheme of order.
Diffraction maxima that violate glide-plane extinc-
tion criteria appear if the structure consists of
domains based on P4/n, P4nc, or lower symmetry.
The larger the domains, the more intense are the
glide-violating diffractions (GVDs). A positive
piezoelectric test presumably results if domains
obey acentric subgroup symmetry of P4/nnc, such
as, for example, P4nc. As the size of the domains
decreases, the intensities of the GVDs decrease, and
the structure becomes that of disordered
vesuvianite with P\/nnc symmetry.
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GARNET VESUVIANITE
Ftc. l. Schematic representation of the relation between the structure of grossular ganet Qa3d) and vesuvianite

(P4/nnc). The atomic anangement within the four-sided figures is identical in the two structures.
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A COMPREHENSIVE STRUCTURE-MODEL FOR VESUVIANITE

Allen (1985) and Allen & Burnham (1985) have
reported a connection between the symmetry of
vesuvianite and its mode of occurrence or environ-
ment of crystal growth. The purpose of this paper
is to elaborate on the distinction between "high-
symmetry" and "low-symmetry" vesuvianite, and
to discuss the geological origin of these different
forms.

EXPERIMENTAL

Yesuvianite specimens from about twenty
localities have been examined using a variety of
technique$. Most of the specimens were obtained
frorn the research colection at the Harvard
Mineralogical Museum. Allen (1985) gave detailed
experimental procedures and sample descriptions;
only an overview is provided here.

Thin sections prepared in (001) and (100)
orientations were examined to detect non-uniaxial
optical behavior, twinning, and sector-growth
phenomena. Single crystals suitable for study by
X-ray diffraction were extracted from thin sections
wherever possible; otherwise they were obtained
from samples that had been granulated and sieved.

GYDs were detected on precession and Weissen-
berg single-crystal X-ray-diffraction photographs.
Precision back-reflection Weissenberg photographs
were measured to provide high-precision cell

dimensions for high vesuvianite from Luning,
Nevada and low vesuvianite from Eden Mills,
Vermont. Powder X-ray-diffraction data for
several samples were recorded using both conven-
tional and synchrotron sources, but these failed to
differentiate high from low vesuvianite. To inves-
tigate the variation of intensities of GVDs with
temperature, in situ heating experiments were
conducted with an automated single-crystal diffrac-
tometer; precession photographs of samples that
had been heated and then quenched were examined.

Structure refinements with single-crystal X-ray
intensity data were completed on samples from six
localities, as summarized in Table l. Detailed
results of these refinements have been given by
Allen (1985). Second harmonic generation (SHG)
was employed as a test for acentricity to help
constrain the choice of space group. The SHG
technique is descqibed by Dougherty & Kurtz
(re76).

Both powders and ion-milled thin sections of
several samples of vesuvianite were examined with
transmission electron microscopy. Selected-area
electron diffraction (SAED) was used to compare
the diffuseness of GVDs in samples from several
different localities; diffuseness is used as an
indication of the presence of fine-scale short-range-
ordered domains. Veblen & Wiechmann (1991)
discussed streaking in vesuvianite SAED patterns

TABLE 1. PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL DATA AND STRUCTLJRE REFINEMETIT RESIJLTS
FOR VFJWIANTTE SAMPLES EXAMINED IN T'I{IS STTJDY

SpeclmEn
locality ar

Cell parameten 1A1t
e2

Reflnement results2
c Sp,Gp. R Rw #LJDS

High vesuvlaoite
I Luning,rw 15.559(4) 15.567(4)
2 Sanford,ME 15.5333(2)
3 Frankltn,NJ 15.535(3) 15J35(3)

low vgsuvianite
4 Asb€slos,Qc 15532(2) 15535(2)
5 Georgetown,CA 15.52q3) l5j2l(3)
6 EdsnMlls,vT 15554(3) 15565(4)

ll.8l9(2) P4/nnc .U6 .M4 3830
11.7778(2) P4/nnc .048 .040 3@4
ll.79ql) P4/wtc .056 .058 3189

ll.8l2(2) P4lurc .086 .U0 2525
ll.8l8(2) P4/At .W .063 3592
r1.83r(3) P4 .061 .033 3819

I CeU parameteG reflned ftom 20 or morc slngle-crystal X-ray dlfftactlons. Values for Sanford
vesuvianite are high-pr€cblon cell panmeters f rom Arcm (1970). Standard devtations tn
parenmeses.

2 x-ray structure rcnnement results lnclude space gmup (Sp. Gp.), unwctghted resldual (R), weighted
restdual {Rv), and number ofunrejected dlffracdons (# UDs). Anlsouoplc temperatue-factors used
in all refinements except Eden Mills P4, !o whlch isotrcpic tempenturc-factoa werc applied,

Chemlcal formulae and colors ofcfystals:

I Catrj (Alts3Mg2.6Fe3+oj) (Alo.4slr7.d (O6sjOHe3F0.r; pale grcon

2 (Ca13.5Nq.) (Al1j.eMg,.tTlo.2Mr5,Fe3+s.5Fe2+13) (Alj2Sts7.s) (O6s.6OH6,.fi.2); brown

3 (Cars.sNao., (Als63Mg6.2Mq.aFd+o.rCuo.szrh.e) (Alo.lsll?.e) (O6r.6OH7.6FrJ; blue

4 Cals.e (Alr l.lMg,.eFd +0.1) Sl,6.q (Oce.2OHr.6%.?)l colorless

5 Cale.o (Alto.sMgl.sFd+s.) (Ale.ssil7.t (O6e.lOHs.7%); pae yettow

6 Ca,r.o (Aler,Mgl.7Th.2Mrb.rFe3+l.oFe2tor) (Al6.2Sl17.s) (O6e.6OHs.6Fe.d; geen
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in detail. We carried out both bright-field and
dark-field imaging in an attempt to locate domains,
as well as high-resolution imaging to detect slight
differences in schemes of order from one unit cell
to the next.

Chemical compositions were obtained by
electron-microprobe analysis, and site distributions
of Fd+ and Fe3+ were constrained to some extem
from analyses of M6ssbauer spectra.

STRUCTURAL CoNSTRAINTS

A means o.f ochieving local charge-balance

Channels along the 4-fold axes of the P4/nnc
model are critically important to the vesuvianite
structure and are the focus of attention in this
paper. Within each unit cell, there are two O(10)
positions and a string of four cation positions,
B-C-C-B, along each 4-fold axis (Figs. 2, 3). The
two adjacent O(10) positions are occupied by
oxygen and hydroxyl, with an associated hydrogen
bond. Fluorine may locally replace hydroxyl. The
B-C-C-B string usually consists of an alternating
sequence of cations and vacancies; in most samples,
Ca2+ occupies the C positions, and Mg2*, Al3r,
Fd+, or Fe3+ occupy the B positions.

Adjacent B anld C positions, 1.3 A apart, and
adjacent C positions, 2.4 A apart, are too close to
be occupied simultaneously. Thus the occupancy
fractions of the B and C sites, b and c, respectively,
are limited to 0 < c s 0.5, and b s l-c. If the

B and C sites are half-filled, with b : c : 0.5, ,B
and C positions are constrained to be occupied in
an alternating manner. These limits on occupancy
fractions imply that two B positions in the same
string may be occupied so long as the two adjacent
C positions are vacant.

Notice that the sum of b + c must be less than
or equal to l. The sum is 1 if every string contains
two cations. Strings may occur with only one.B or
one C position occupied and three positions vacant,
or perhaps all four positions vacant. Such strings
probably occur infrequently because of the disrup-
tive effect they have on local charge-balance on the
oxygen atoms in the 0(6), O(9), and O(10)
positions. Although cations and vacancies are
ordered within individual strings, they must be
disordered over the B and C positions throughout
the structure to comply with P4/nnc symmetry.
Most structure analyses of vesuvianite show the B
and C sites to be close to half-filled, probably
because alternate occupancy provides an effective
way to satisfy local charge-balance on 0(6), O(9),
and O(10) oxygen atoms (Allen 1985, Fitzgerald et
al. 1986b).

Structural and chemical variations in vesuvianite
arise primarily from the fact that the.B and C sites
are partly filled. Anions surrounding these sites
receive different bond-strength contributions
depending on whether a cation or vacancy is present
on B or C. Local charge-balance may be achieved
in two ways: by mixing species of different size or
valence on various anionic or cationic sites. or bv
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Ftc. 2. [00] and [001] projections of the unit cell of vesuvianite showing the distribution of B and C positions.
P4/nnc topological symmetry is assumed. (a) and (b) refer to "strings" centered at (3/4, 3/4, 3/4) and (l/4. I/4,
l/4), respectively.
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1 1 . 8

Frc. 3, The atomic arrangement along one of the 4-fold axes in a unit cell of

vesuvianite with one C and one B position occupied.

E

shifting the positions of anions and cations, thereby
adjusting effective bond-strengths. In the specific
case of the O(10) site, excessive imbalance of
charges is prevented by repeating the same string
sequence in the c direction.

Limits on chemical composition

A general formula for vesuvianite based on the
PL/nnc structure model is:

r8-e1xr8[t8lcr[5] B lt6IA 416)Yll4lzls(o'oH'F] t (Z =
2), where
X = Ca, Na, K, Fe2+, Mn and the REE, Y : Al'

Mg, Fd*, Fe3*, Ca, Ti, Cr, Mn-and Zn, Z : Si
andAl, A : Al,B : Mg, Al, Fe2+, Fe3+ and Cu,
and C : Ca, Na, Fe2+ and Mn, and where 0 g i
< l, and i s 2 - i. With the condition that two
cations be present per string (i = 2 - l), there will
be 50 filled cationic sites and two vacancies per
formula unit. Half-filled B and C sites correspond
to  i  :  j  =  l .

The simplest end-member composition for
vesuvianite in the system CaO-MgO-Al2O3-SiO2-
HzO (CMASH) is Calel\4gAls2SirsoTo(OH)s'
Samples with precisely this composition are not
known to occur, and a structure having this
composition will not be stable because the Pauling
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bond-strength sum at O(10) is only 0.89 or 1.29,
depending on whether the nearest B site is vacanr
or full. On the other hand, CMASH vesuvianire
with nearly this composition has been discovered
in rocks from several localities. Samples from
Luning, Nevada (Allen & Burnham 1983a, Allen
1985), Asbestos, Quebec (Allen 1985, Fitzgerald et
al. 1986b), and Georgetown, California (yalley et
ol. 1985, Allen 1985), have compositions close to
CaleMg2All,SirEO6e(OH)e, in which local charge-
balance on O(10) is satisfied by a hydrogen bond,
absent in the ideal formula.

Effects of short-ronge order

The constraint of afternate occupancy of B and
C sites implies short-range order at the unit-cell
Ievel in vesuvianite. The string sequence affects the
positions of anions and cations surrounding I and
C sites, and gives rise to several schemes of
cation-vacancy and positional (CVP) ordering
having a variety of PL/nnc subgroup symmetries.
Possibilities having tetragonal symmetry include

P4/n, P4nc, P4, and P4. Monoclinic and triclinic
subgroups common to both P4/n and P4zc include
F2, Pn (Pc), and Pl. F2/n and Pl are subgroups
of P4/n, and Pnn2 and PcA are orthorhombic
subgroups of P4nc. For each possible space-group,
there are two opposite schemes of atomic order that
may be adopted by unit cells (Fig. 4), designated
as (+) and (-). Contrasting unit cells having
opposite CVP schemes of order are twin-related;
the 2-fold rotation axes, glide planes, and inversion
center present in supergroup P4/nnc are used as
twin operations (Fig. 5). If unit cells with schemes
of order of slrnmetry lower than tetragonal have
metrically tetragonal dimensions, the twinning will
be merohedral; if not, then strict merohedry will
not exist. In either case, such twinning will be
extremely difficult to detect using single-crystal
X-ray methods. Nevertheless Veblen & Wiechmann
(1991) have observed through TEM a slight splitting
of diffraction maxima, which demonstrates a lack
of rigorous merohedry, and thereby a scheme of
order wilh less than tetragonal symmetry, probably
monoclinic.

t+'ru
P4ln(+)
b t=c r=1
br=ca =0

P4nd+)
b1-c2  =1
br:ct =$

P4/n(-l
b1 . c " .0
bract  = |

p4nc(-)

b 1 - c 2 = Q
br= ct = I

Fllnnc
b.  c=0.5

(DTSoRDERED)

FIc. 4. Four schemes of cation-vacancy ordering based on the alternate occupancy
constraint. Site occupancies (bl, b2, cl, A) are given for the completely ordered
arrangements. The symbols (+) and (-) denote ..opposite" ordering schemes.
Note that space groups P4/n and P4 have the same possible schemes of
cation-vacancy ordering for the B and C positions. They are distinguished by
their schemelof positional order. In P4/n, the B and C site symmetry is 4,
whereas in P4, it is 2,
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(c)

P4ln(+)

Hrcn- VEnsus Low-Svulmrnv VrsuvnNtrr

Basis of symmetry

Two structural forms of vesuvianite are found
in nature; they are distinguished on the basis of
size of ordered domains: high-symmetry (high)

P4ncF)
Frc. 5. Twin relationships between oppositely ordered cells. The pan ofthe structure surrounding the stringsjs nearly

consistent with pg/nnc iy1111n.tty. 1.fr. symbol "," indicates a change in handedness in opposing quadrants of

the cell. Adjacent cells with opptsite ordering schemes are related by 2-fold rotation twinning. ln (a)' P4/n(+)

and p;/n(i cells are related bi o.ool and c111s-y glide-plane twinning. in O), Paz4+ ) and P\nc(-) cells are related

bv nrm. elide-plane twinning un,i'ii'u.rrioti'i#in"lne. Adjacent cells with P4/n and P4nc ordering schemes in (c)

*. tii'i't*i"-tJhted, although parts of the cells are related by 2-fold rotation'

vesuvianite and low-symmetry (low) vesuvianite
(Fie. 6). The diffraction condition used to distin-
guish high and low vesuvianite is the absence or
presencJof diffraction maxima that violate glide-
plane extinction criteria for space gtoup P4/nnc,
There are three types of glide-violating diffractions
(GVDs): type "a": class ftkO with h+ k odd' type
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SHORT-RANGE ORDER*

P4/n(-l

RANGE DISORDER
SHORT.RANGE DISORDER*

P4nc(+ )

*sHoRt RANGE oRDER BETwEEN STRINGS;
SHORT.BANGE ORDER WITHTN STRINGS IS
DICTATED BY ALTERNATE OCCUPANCY
CONSTRAINT

P4nc(-)

P4/n(+l

LONG.RANGE
ORDER

KEY

"b": class hAl wirh h + t odd, and type ,,c": class
hhl with I odd.

Diffraction characteristics of vesuvianite samples

VESUVIANITE
CRYSTAL

DOMAIN OF IDENTICALLY
ORDERED UNIT CELLS

UNTT CELL

-.-.+- TNCREASING LONG-RAI{GE
ORDER

l
I

I INCREASING SHORT-RANGE
I
, ORDER

Ftc. 6. Possible structures of vesuvianite obtained by varying degrees of long- and short-range order.

T
tr

from several localities, determined using conven-
tional precession and Weissenberg single-crystal
X-ray techniques, are listed in Table 2. Precession

rll_J1 i'-tffi
ta,tr.r| \

P4/nnc \
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TABLE 2. RELATM INTENSITIES OF GVDS ON SINGLE{RYSTAL X-RAY PHOTOCRAPHS OF VESWTANIIE'

Type Exp.
'c' tlme

Exp.
dme

Type Exp.
'a' dme

Type
'b'Specimen

Ircatity

METAMORPTilC CALC-$LICATE ROCKS
Sanford, ME

A Sanford.ME
Luning,NV
LakeJaco. Mex.

A Crestmore,CA
A ftanklinNJ
A liantlin,NJ
A Telemrk,Nor.
A WiluiIL.USSR
A Anlamina,Peru
A Monlesomma,Italy

RODNGMES
EdenMlls,vT

A E&nMiUs,VT
Asbestos, G

Asb€s[os, QC
Asbe$o$ Qq
Colemlne,QC
Blekkke.QC
tauel,QC
Georgeto\r'& CA
Cargetown,CA
HidrbaglL Pak

ALTEREDALKALI SYENNES
Dungannon ftep., OnL

A San Benito Co.. CA

clove b,rown
bmwn

lL green
yellow-green

bmwn
blue
pink
blue

green
yellow
bmwn

olive groen
green

colorless

pale green
mle green

lilac
bmwn
yellow
yellow
green
greeo

none 72
trone 23
nolre 48
none 85
notp 95
mne 6l
mne 19
none y
none 90
none 30
notre lm

none 72
none 55
notre 24

notre 72
none 100
mne 70
mne 7l
notre 18
veak I 19
mns tl
veak 53
nolle 94
nom 14
r'€ak 79

stroog 4g
stso4g 29
srong 30
strong 24
srong a
srong 39
strong 15
stsong 26
stro4g 95

v.silnong 4E
strorg 9
strong 50

mre 48 p
nona l(X p
notF 48 p
mrrc 72 p
notrc 143 p
veak 96 p
notre 2:2 p
$,€ak 45 p
norr 94 p
none 23 p
weak 85 p

stsong 4E P
srong 19 p
sBong 30 w
stro0g 24 p
strong 24 p
strong 25 p
stsong 30 p
stsong l8 p
suotrg 70 p

v.sfong 43 P
strong ll P
strong 57 p

w
p
{t

ct
p
w

w
p
p
p
p
p
p
p

v
p
p
p
p
w
p
p

p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p

p
p
w
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p

A
A
A
A

A
A

none
weak
oon€
none
none
rmne
weak
weak

none

weak

7 2 p

4 4 p

24
159
98
n
72
24
6t

106

brown

browtr

weak 72 p
weak 48 p

strong 56 p

weak 72 lv

strong 6 p

' Exposne dme in hours. Key: A = results &om AreB (1970), w = Weissenbsg pboto, p = preces$on pholo.

data from Arem & Burnham (1969) and Arem
(1970) are included in this table for comparison.
GYDs are generally seen in vesuvianite samples
from rodingites and altered alkali syenites, but not
in vesuvianite from metamorphic calc-silicate
rocks. In several precession photographs, many
strong "0" and ('C' diffraction maxima are
observed; in others, there are only a few weak "0"
and "c" diffractions. Arem (1970) detected weak
"a" diffraction maxima in very-long-exposure
precession photographs of several samples, but
Allen (1985) has demonstrated that most, if not all,
"a" diffractions are a consequence of multiple
diffraction (Renninger effect).

Failure to observe GVDs in X-ray photographs
of vesuvianite should not be construed as unequivo-
cal proof that the crystal possesses glide-plane
symmetry, since longer exposures may reveal
violations. The labels "high" and "low" must

therefore be qualified. We consider a sample to be
high vesuvianite if no glide violations are observed
on X-ray photographs exposed for 24to 72 hours.
Weak violations may be detected on diffractometer
records or on photographs exposed for longer than
72 hours. Low vesuvianite, on the other hand,
exhibits relatively intense and pervasive glide-plane
violations even on X-ray photographs exposed 12
to Z hours.

The context of the terms "strong" and "weak"
in reference to the intensities of GVDs may be seen
from 4-circle X-ray diffractometer measurements
of low vesuvianite crystals from Asbestos, Geor-
getown, and Eden Mills. The presence of "b" and
"c" diffraction maxima was confirmed. Extremely
weak "e" diffraction maxima also were detected,
but because they show variable intensities in
psi-$cans, they were considered to have arisen from
multiple diffraction. From the intensities and
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TAALE 3. INTEGRATED TNTENSITIES OF FTJNDAMENTAL AND CLIDE-
VIOLATING DIFFRACTIONS FOR THREE SAMPIIS OFITOW VESTwIANITE'
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standard deviations of 004, 440, 230, 104, and 223
diffractions for the three samples (Table 3), the
relative weakness of the GVDs is clear. The
intensities of the strongest "b" and "c" diffrac-
tions in the entire diffractometer record (104 and
223) arc about three orders of magnitude less than
that of the most intense diffraction. Such weakness
of GVDs is not particularly surprising, because the
substitutional ordering responsible for their origin
involves only the 4 atoms on B and C positions out
of 256 total atoms per unit cell. Positional ordering
also may contribute to the intensities of GVDs, but
the atomic displacements are so small that the net
effect is insignificant.

Other experimental evidence supports the use of
X-ray diffraction to distinguish between high and
low vesuvianite. Results from second-harmonic
analysis (SHG), for example, show high vesuvianite
to be centric and low vesuvianite to be acentric
(Table 4). Furthermore, polarized-light microscopy
reveals non-uniaxial behavior in both forms.

High vesuvionite

High vesuvianite is found in skarns, calc-silicate
hornfels, and calc-schists, where it formed at
relatively high temperatures (400-800"C). High
vesuvianite exhibits P4/nnc average symmetry,
which suggests long-range disorder with respect to
the cation-vacancy distribution in B and C sites
and to the position of anions and cations
surrounding the B and C positions. All structure
refinements of high vesuvianite reported over the
past 20 years (Coda et ol. 197A, Rucklidge et a/.
1975, Allen & Burnham 1983a, Allen 1985,
Fitzgerald et al. 1986a, Yoshiasa & Matsumoto
1986) show that the B and C sites are statistically
half occupied and that positional disorder leads to
high temperature-factors. Short-range order must
exist at the unit-cell level because of the alternate
occupnncy constraint. Identically ordered unit-cells
may form chains along c to maintain local
charge-balance on the O(10) oxygen atoms. High
vesuvianite typically exhibits overall tetragonal
symmetry, no GVDs, a null SHG signal, a uniaxial
interference figure, and fine-scale lamellar and
cross-hatch twinning (Fig. 7).

TABLE 4. SHG RESULTS FOR VESWANTTE SAMPI,F:S'
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The Luning high vesuvianite has a nearly pure
CMASH composition: Ca1s.6(Al1e.3Mgz.oFeo.:)
(Al0.4Sir?.6)(068.3OHe.3Fo.r. All the other samples of
high vesuvianite whose structures have been refined
are iron-bearing; the Franklin samples also contain
Cu and Zn. Fez* and Fe3+ both occur in varying
amounts and occupy either the X, Y, B, or C sites.
Site assignments are therefore difficult to make
based on X-ray data alone. Although the inter-
pretation of M6ssbauer spectra hinges critically on
the crystal chemical assumptions made, Allen
(1985) has used such data successfully to determine
cation distributions more accuratelv.

Low vesuvianite

Low vesuvianite is found in veins, in rodingites,
and in altered alkali syenites. The vein material is
commonly of gem quality. Low vesuvianite forms
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Ftc. 7. Cross-hatch twinning in (001) section of high vesuvianite from Luning'
Nevada.

1 l

at temperatures below 300oC as a product of
hydrothermal alteration or deposition. The essen-
tial difference between high and low vesuvianite is
the presence of resolvable domains in the latter.
These multicell domains imply short-range order
beyond the unit-cell level caused by interactions
between strings that lead to a predominant CVP
scheme of order. Differently ordered domains may
be perfect or imperfect and are related by
merohedral, or nearly merohedral, twinning,
depending on whether or not they are dimensionally
tetragonal.

If a crystal contains equal volumes of oppositely
ordered domains, the average structure exhibits
P4/nnc pseudosymmetry, but GVDs manifest the
lower symmetry of the ordered domains. If a crystal
contains unequal volumes of oppositely ordered
domains, the average symmetry will depend on the
preferred CVP scheme of order.

Some samples of low vesuvianite exhibit cell
parameters consistent with tetragonal symmetry,
but others seem to have nontetragonal parameters
(a1 + a) (see Table 5, also Veblen & Wiechmann
l99l). Positive SHG results indicate that some or
all of the domains in low vesuvianite have
symmetry coxsistent with one of the acentric
subgroups, P4 or P4nc, or lower subgroups. Such
samples usually exhibit biaxial interference figures
and anomalous birefringence in (001) sections,
further indicating symmetry lower than tetragonal.
Grofih sectors are commonly evident (Ftg. 8).

Structure refinements of low vesuvianite have
been reported only recently. Giuseppetti & Mazzi

(1983) refined the structure of low vesuvianite from
Italy in space group P4/n, Samples from the
following rodingite localities also have been
refined: Georgetown, California, in space group
P4/nnc (Valley et al. 1985, Allen 1985), Asbestos'

Quebec, in P4/nnc (Allen 1985) and P4/n
@itzgerald et al. 1986b); and Eden Mills, Vermont,
in P4/n and P4 (Allen & Burnham 1983b, Allen
1985). A REE-bearing sample from an altered
alkali syenite in San Benito County, California was
refined in P4/n (Fitzgerald et ol. 1987).

Nearly pure CMASH samples examined by Allen
(1985) from Asbestos, Cars.e(Al11.1Mgt.eFe6.1)(Si1s.6)
(O6e.2OHs.6Fo.r, and Georgetown, Cars.o
(Al16.6Mg1.sFe6.r(A10. rSirT.t(O6e. r OH8.?F0.r, had to
be refined assuming P4/nnc pseudosymmetry.
Yalley et a/. (1985) had to do the same with their
Georgetown sample. Results showed that the B and

TABLE 5. HIGH.PRECISION CELL PARAMETERS FOR

VESI,IVIANITEFROM EDEN MILLS AND LUNING'

Eden Mlus low vesuvlanlte
98 obs€readons; ft&o, &r10, atrd iAl dfractioos

a, = 155a98(4)A
o, = 1s55946)A
6- = tI.AZZOIO;A
v = 2s61.(2) &

Luring hlgh-vesuvlantte
50 observadons; l*, and &0^difrasdoos

t\ = @z = 155620) A

' Data obtatned from rcnnements of back-renecdon Welssenberg
measurements. standaJd dsvlations in parentheses.
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Ftc. 8. sectoral structure in (001) section of low vesuvianite from (a) Eden Mills,
Vermont and (b) Asbestos, euebec.

C sites are half-filled on average, which implies
long-range cation-vacancy disorder; positi,onal
disorder was indicated by high terrperature-factors.

. J!. iron-bearing Eden Mills sample, Cale.o
(AlraMg,.7Tis.rMr5.,Fe1 j(Ab.zSirz.e XO6e.rOHs.4Fo;i,
exnlblts mcomplete long-range order, with a pre_
ference for P4/n or P4ordering. Cation-vacancy
ordering leads to topochemical distinctions among
the 3 and C sites; 8l and C2 contain 70t/o (Fe,
Mg) and Ca, respectively, versus 30go for 82 and
Cl (Fig. 4). The refinement results show positional
order that is more consistent with P4 than with
P4/n, which could account for the positive SHG
signal.

Giuseppetti &, Maza (1983) reported sire oc-

cupancies for their low vesuvianite that indicate
incomplete long-range order consistent wilh p4/n,
Fitzger ald e t a l. (l 986b, I 987) did not report refi ned
Bl,82, Cl, and C2 site occupancies with their p4/n
structure models of low vesuvianite from Asbestos
and San Benito. The existence of ordered domains
in low vesuvianite was first suggested by Giusep-
petti&Maad (1983) and Allen & Burnham (1983b),
but their presence has been confirmed by experi-
ment only recently. Allen (1985) suggested that the
domains are columnar in shape, elongate parallel
to c, as indicated by the orientation of streaks of
very weak diffuse intensity associated with GVDs.
In selected-area electron-diffraction (SAED) pat-
terns, the GVDs are usually seen as diffuse streaks
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Frc. 9. Overexposed SAED palterns of high vesuvianite from (a) Sanford and (b) Luning, and low vesuvianite from
(c) Eden Miils and (d) Asbestos. Insets show trace of diffracted intensity along a* betwe,en 004 an$ 204. The
Sanford sample shows no glide-violating ("b") diffractions. The Luning simple-shows diffuse intensity along a.

bur no sharp spot in the Bragg position of GVDs (e.5., lM). The Eden Mills sample shows diffuse streaking along
a* associated *ith sharp CVbi. finatly, the Asbestoi sample shows spots but no streaking. The orientation of the

streaks implies shon-ringe order in the a direction of crystals. Note that the fundamental diffractions (e.9.,004,

20/.) are always sharp.

flattened along c', with a sharp spot at the center
in the Bragg position.

Using dark-field and high-resolution TEM imag-
ing, Veblen & Wiechmann (1991) observed fine-
scale domains in vesuvianite from Crestmore,
California. The domains are 10-50 nm in size and
are elongated parallel to c. Larger domains that
exceed I m in size also are seen in some areas. The
pervasive domain-structure in this sample is
believed to have formed by transformation twin-
ning, the result of ordering of a disordered high
vesuvianite.

Overexposed SAED patterns of high and low
vesuvianites from several localities (Fig. 9) show
differences in the appearance of GVDs. They are
seen as diffuse streaks, sharp spots, or combina-
tions of the two. However, no evidence of a domain
structure is seen in dark-field TEM images because
of the relative weakness of these diffracted beams.

In general, the fine-scale variation in the degree of
ordering between domains is simply too slight to
detect even in high-resolution TEM structure
images. Substitutional differences involve only a
small number of atoms per cell, and positional
displacements are only on the order of a few
hundredths of an Angstrdm.

Columnar domains probably form because
ordering along c leads to attainment of local
charge-balance on the O(10) oxygen atoms (Fig.
l0). Short-range ordering in the a and Illl]
directions presumably occurs because of indirect
string-string interactions. The sequence of one
string in a unit cell influences the scheme of
positional order, which in turn affects the sequence
of a neighboring string within the same cell or an
adjaceni cell. The continuity of this indirect
communication between strings presumably deter-
mines the size of domains.
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Ftc. 10. Cation-vacancy and hydrogen-vacancy ordering in the c direction in vesuvianite. The impetus for ordering
is the attainment of local charge-balance on the O(10) oxygen. The pair of cells on the left shows that local
charge-balance is achieved if string sequences are repeated along c. The pair of cells on the right shows that local
charge-balance is disrupted if string sequences vary along c,

STRING SEQUENCES
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Structure energetics of ordering

Domains based on different CVP schemes of
order have very similar structures, making them
nearly equivalent energetically. Structure-energy
calculations, made using a modified version of
WMIN (Busing l98l) following procedures
described by Post & Burnham (1986), yield identical
structure energies (-1262.3 kcal,/oxygen atom) for
the P4/n and P4nc ((both + and -) schemes of
order, based on refined atomic coordinates from a
P4/nnc refinement. On the other hand, the
structure energy calculated for the P4/n(-) CYP
antiordered scheme using refined P4/n(+) coor-
dinates of ordered atoms for the Eden Mills sample
is greater than that for the P4/n(+) scheme of
order by 5.9 kJ,uoxygen atom (-5281.5 kJ,/oxygen
versus -5275.6 kJ,/oxygen), which is a very
significant difference, corresponding to 460

STRTNG SEQUENCES
NOT REPEATED

kJ/mole. Thus, although these calculations provide
neither an order-antiorder interchange energy nor
an energy of disordering, they do suggest that
various schemes of order have atom configurations
that are energetically distinct, and that the existence
of a particular scheme of order along one string
will influence the choice of scheme in nearby
strings, thus providing some impetus for formation
of short-range ordered domains.

Changes in the CVP scheme of order may take
place while a crystal is growing if the growth
conditions are perturbed slightly. It would there-
fore not be surprising to find crystals containing
differently ordered domains. The crystals of low
vesuvianite from Asbestos and Georgetown refined
by Allen (1985) presumably contain approximately
equal volumes of oppositely ordered domains. On
the other hand, a period of uninterrupted growth
at a constant low temperature might promote
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long-range order. The low vesuvianite from Eden
Mills possesses partial long-range order and
contains unequal volumes of oppositely ordered
domains, indicating a preference for one of the
CVP schemes of order.

Disordered CVP arrangements will be favored if
their Gibbs free energy, G = H - TS, is lower than
that of ordered states. Under the (not un-
reasonable) assumptions that the molar volumes
and heat capacities of ordered and disordered states
are essentially the same, disorder will prevail at
temperatures where TAS"on6u is greater than the
undoubtedly positive difference in structure energy,
AEdep4g,. With respect to cation distributions in the
B and C sites, our model assumes that crystal-
chemical constraints require ordering along in-
dividual B-C-C-B strings, -a4d that the disorder
can be described as a random arrangement of
ordered strings. If this is the case, the configura-
tional entropy, Sconris, of disordered arrangements
of strings will not be calculated in the same way as
for standard site-disorder, but rather will depend
on the total number of strings per mole of crystal.
Following the arguments of Thompson (1981)' who
discussed the analogous problem relative to S.onn,
for stacking disorder in micas, a mole of
vesuvianite can only be disordered if it contains
more than one string. The configurational entropy
will be given by [Thompson 1981, Eq. (l)]

S"onfie = -kn DN; ln N1

where k is the Boltzmann constant, n is the total
number of strings, and N1 is the fraction of strings
with order oftype i. From our previous discussion,
it is reasonable to assume that for net B- and C-site
occupancies of 0.5, there can be two distinct types
of ordered strings (Fig. 4). The maximum con-
figurational entropy will obtain when the number
of strings per mole of crystal is maximized. In one
mole of vesuvianite, the greatest number of strings
will occur if the crystal is a sheet parallel to (001)
only one unit cell thick. Since Z = 2 and there are
two strings per unit cell, one mole of such a crystal
will contain one mole of strings and will cover an
area of about 0.7 kmz. Assuming a random
distribution of equal numbers of the two types of
ordered strings, our absurdly shaped crystal would
have a configurational entropy given by

S"on6* (per mole of strings) = R ln 2

measured along c). Disordered crystals with
lenglh/width ratios in the usual range of, say, I to
S. will trave minuscule configurational entropies,
less than I x l0-ro Jlfrmolej.

The inevitable conclusion is that equilibrium
disorder of B-C-C-B strings alone will never be
favored at any geologically reasonable temperature,
unless the enthalpy of disordering, AH46or6"r, is as
minuscule as TAS"on6u is likely to be for,reasgnlblf
shaped crystals. If 

-the 
energy of disordering'

AEj'ro,4.r, is of a similar order of magnitude, the
PAV41ror4s. term will be important' even at-atmos-
pheriC-'piessure. Unfortunately, none.-oj th-ese
ihermochemical values are readily accessible either
experimentally or theoretically at present- This
analysis, we believe, supports our assertion that the
state of order or disorder disptayed by B-C-C-B
strings in any sample of vesuvianite is likely to be
mosi dependent on specific conditions of growth
rather than on equilibrium thermodynamic con-
siderations. If, however, disordering of Al-Si on Z

sites, Al-(Mg,Fe,Ti) on Y sites, Ca-Na on X sites,
or OH-F also occurs, the substantially greater

S"^.c. maY indeed stabilize disordered structural
rtaiiri ut high metamorphic temperatures, and CVP
string disorder may well accompany the site
disorder.

THg GnowrH HtsronY oF VESUvIANITE

High vesuvianite is the product of contact,and
regional metamorphism, with , or lvilholt
mitasomatic activity. It is formed essentially by
diffusion of chemical components in impure
limestones, due to a gradient in temperature or
chemical potential (or both). In most reported
cases, high vesuvianite is formed by prograde

reactions, generally in the temperature range of
400-800'c.

Low vesuvianite, on the other hand, typically is
the product of late-stage hydrothermal processes
(alteiation and deposition) accompanied .by
metasomatic activity. It either replaces existing
minerals vio retrograde reactions, as in rodingites
and alkali syenites, or is precipitated directly from
freely moving solutions to form veins. These
occurrences presumably form at temperatures
below 300oC, as suggested by the presence of other
low-temperature minerals such as hydrogrossular'
prehnite, chlorite, and xonotlite, in addition to
chrysotile and lizardite in the surrounding serpen-
tinite.

or 5,76 JK-rmole-r. As the number of (001) layers The fact that low vesuvianite is found in rocks

in our crystal increases, the number of strings and formed at low temperatures suggests that ordering

S.^"r" remain.constant, but S.on6u per uniimass occurredduring,notafter,crystalgrowth'Limited
A?il!L;;;:-il";;h;;;;r srructure energy per unit short-range ordering presumably took place as the

mass is constant, S"onfig P€l unit mass decreases as crystal glew me-tastably in a hydrothermal environ-

crystal length/widifi'' 
-ratio 

increases (lengfh ment characterized by fairly rapid rates of grofih'
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The ordered structure was determined by the
two-dimensional atomic arrangements exposed on
the surface at the time the crystal was growing, and
was frozen during and after growth. Sectori were
formed as the degree of order (or the ordering
scheme itself varied during growth. Crystals
exhibit anomalous optical properties because of the
reduced symmetry of individual sectors.

- Metastable growth involving limited ordering is
observed in other minerals that also occur in
low-temperature regimes. Sectors in birefringent
grandite garnet, for example, are formed by
varying degrees of Al-Fe3+ order on the octahedral
positions, causing a reduction in symmetry from
cubic to triclinic (Takduchi et ol, 1982, Allen &
Buseck 1988). Akizuki (1984) found a correlation
between surface features and internal textures and
suggested that the optical anomalies in birefringent
garnet, are produced by Al-Fe3+ ordering during
crystal growth and not by a transformation after
growth. Topaz also shows a sectoral structure
formed during growrh (Akizuki et a/. lgTg).
Anonalous optical properties observed within the
sectors are considered to result from an ordered
distribution of fluorine and hydroxyl.

Akizuki (1987) has proposed a general
mechanism for formation of growth sectors based
on studies of the relationships between surface
features and internal textures of Al-bearing silicates
such as prehnite, feldspars, and zeolites. Optical
variations in these minerals are explained by
differences in Al-Si order established during
growth. In vesuvianite, the situation is substantially
more complicated because ordering may involve
ions on several different sites: Al-Si (Z sites);
Al-(Mg,Fe,Ti) ( Y sires); Ca-Na (X sites); (Al,Me)-
vacancy (A site); Ca*vacanry (C sites); and F-OH.
Ordering may involve all of these pairs to varying
degrees in an effort to achieve local charge-balance
during crystal growth.

Heoting experiments

Attempts were made to disorder low vesuvianite
from Eden Mills and Asbestos by heating portions
of individual sectors extracted from larger crystals
(Allen 1985). X-ray intensities of GVDs were
measured for samples heated jr situ to 500, 900,
and 1,000oC, and for samples heated to 600, 700,
800, and 900oC for up to 50 days and then rapidly
quenched. (Vesuvianite melts at approximately
l,l00oc.) All attempts proved unsuccessful, as no
significant changes in intensity were observed in
any sample. Thus a disordering transformation
either does not occur in these samples of vesuvianite
or is simply too sluggish to detect on a laboratory
time-scale. Interestingly, Allen & Buseck (l9gg)

were able to induce disorder by heating low-sym-
metry grossular from the Eden Mills assemblage.

The low-vesuvianite sample from Crestmore
studied by Veblen & Wiechmann (1991) shows
fine-scale twinning rather than growth sectors.
Instead of forming an ordered structure during
growth, this material appears to have undergone
an ordering transformation from the high-sym-
metry form during slow cooling from high
temperatures. Heating should reverse the ordering
process, causing the twins to disappear as the
material reverts back to the high-symmetry form.
If a disordering transformation can be observed for
this material, it suggests that fine-scale twinning
may facilitate the mechanism of transformation.
The difficulty of disordering low vesuvianite from
Eden Mills and Asbestos may then be attributed ro
presence of relatively large ordered sectors rather
than fine-scale twinning.

Naturally heated low vesuvianite may be found
in regionally metamorphosed rodingites (meta-
rodingites), e.9., from the high-grade Lepon-
tine Alps (Evans et al. 1979) and in the Cascade
Range (Frost 1975). Ir would be useful to know if
samples of vesuvianite from these localities possess
a low- or high-symmetry structure, determined
simply by observing whether or not GVDs are
present on precession photographs or in SAED.
Presence of high symmetry would indicate that
disordering takes place only at high temperatures
over geological periods of time, such as during
regional metamorphic events. On the other hand,
were annealing to occur over long periods of time
at elevated temperatures, the material might appear
optically homogeneous (no growth sectors) but
continue to exhibit low symmetry.

CoNctusroNs

We have shown that symmetry variations in
vesuvianite can be attributed to differences in
conditions of crystal growth. Models proposed
within the past 20 years adequately account for the
disordered structure of high-symmetry vesuvianite
formed at relatively high temperatures and formed
in contact deposits (skarns and hornfels) and
regionally metamorphosed rocks (calc-schists).
Cross-hatched twinning characteristic of high
vesuvianite is probably a result of an ordering
transformation upon cooling.

The problems encountered in some X-ray and
TEM studies of low-symmetry vesuvianite are most
likely a result of not being able to isolate suitable
"single crystals". Specimens of low vesuvianite
that grew metastably at low temperatures in
hydrothermally altered rocks (rodingites, etc.) are
comprised of ordered sectors or domains whose
structures were determined by the two-dimensional



atomic arrangements exposed on the surfaces of
growth steps. Macroscopically, low vesuvianite
crystals appear "gemmy" and tend to be large and
euhedral, with morphologies consistent with
tetragonal symmetry. Looks are deceiving, how-
ever, because microscopically individual sectors
exhibit lower-than-tetragonal symmetry, consistent
with monoclinic or triclinic space-groups.
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